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Some Information on Decrees by Ps Barbara Miller 
 

  
Apostle Raynold Bori speaking at Matantas Reconciliation at Sara Village with Helen, Millers & Ps Jude & family 

 

 

Map of Espiritu Santo with de Quiros declaration Ps Nerry Ishom, Ps Hezekiah praying & Chief & wife at Matantas 
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I have been asked by many of those who attended the Vanuatu Prayer Assembly for copies of the de 
Quiros declaration as amended by me and declared at Matantas on 14 May this year (similar to the 
previous year) so I have included it here. 
 

 
LA AUSTRIALIA DEL ESPIRITU SANTO 

SOUTH LAND OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 
 
 

A DECREE TO BOTH REAFFIRM AND REVOKE AS NEEDED THIS PROPHETIC 
DECLARATION ON THE 407TH ANNIVERSARY OF ITS ORIGINAL DECLARATION BY 
PEDRO FERNANDEZ DE QUIROS 14 MAY 1606. 
 
SUCH DECREE MADE AT MATANTAS, ESPIRITU SANTO, VANUATU 14 MAY 2013 BY 
BARBARA MILLER OF AUSTRALIA. 
 
RAISING OF THE CROSS 
 
BE WITNESSES THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH, AND THE SEA WITH ALL ITS 
INHABITANTS, AND THOSE WHO ARE PRESENT, THAT WE ASSEMBLED CITIZENS OF 
VANUATU, AUSTRALIA, PNG, NEW CALEDONIA AND THE SOLOMON ISLANDS RAISE 
AND PLANT IN THE NAME OF JESUS CHRIST, SON OF THE ETERNAL FATHER, TRUE 
GOD AND MAN, THIS SIGN OF THE HOLY CROSS, ON WHICH HIS MOST HOLY BODY 
WAS CRUCIFIED AND WHERE HE GAVE HIS LIFE AS A RANSOM FOR THE WHOLE 
HUMAN RACE AND ROSE AGAIN VICTORIOUS. ON THIS 407TH ANNIVERSARY, STANDING 
AT MATANTAS, ESPIRITU SANTO, VANUATU THE FOLLOWING SIX DECLARATIONS ARE 
READ WITH JOY AND GLADNESS. 
 
ACTS OF POSSESSION 
 
POSESSION IN THE NAME OF THE MOST HOLY TRINITY 
WE ASSEMBLED NATIONS OF THE PACIFIC HAVE COME WITH THE AUTHORITY OF GOD 
THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY SPIRIT TO AFFIRM POSSESSION OF THE ISLANDS AND 
LANDS AS FAR AS THE SOUTH POLE IN THE NAME OF THE HOLY TRINITY. 
 
POSSESSION IN THE NAME OF THE WHOLE BODY OF CHRIST 
WE RECLAIM THESE SAID LANDS IN THE NAME OF JESUS CHRIST, SAVIOUR OF ALL 
MEN AND OF THE WHOLE BODY OF CHRIST NOT JUST THE CATHOLIC CHURCH. 
 
POSSESSION IN THE NAME OF GOD’S KINGDOM AND HIS SAINTS 
THESE SAID LANDS POSSESSED IN THE NAME OF ST FRANCIS AND HIS ORDER, WE 
RECLAIM FOR GOD’S KINGDOM AND THE SAINTS HE WOULD APPOINT TO HAVE 
CUSTODY AND STEWARDSHIP OVER IT. 
 
POSSESSION IN THE NAME OF GOD’S KINGDOM AND HIS SAINTS 
THESE SAID LANDS POSSESSED IN THE NAME OF JOHN OF GOD AND HIS ORDER, WE 
RECLAIM FOR GOD’S KINGDOM AND THE SAINTS HE WOULD APPOINT TO HAVE 
CUSTODY AND STEWARDSHIP OVER IT. 
 
SUCH POSSESSION TO RESPECT THE INDIGENOUS INHABITANTS OF THE LAND 
WE DECLARE WE RESPECT THE INHERITANCE OF THE INDIGENOUS INHABITANTS OF 
THESE SAID LANDS AND AFFIRM ACTS 17:26 “FROM ONE NATION HE MADE EVERY 
NATION OF MEN, THAT THEY SHOULD INHABIT THE WHOLE EARTH; AND HE 
DETERMINED THE TIMES SET FOR THEM AND THE EXACT PLACES WHERE THEY 
SHOULD LIVE.” 
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POSSESSION IN THE NAME OF HIS MAJESTY KING JESUS 
WE REVOKE POSSSESSION OF THE ISLANDS AND LANDS FROM VANUATU TO THE 
SOUTH POLE FROM THE KING OF SPAIN AND DECLARE THEY ARE THE POSSESSION 
OF KING JESUS!!! 
 
Rewritten by Ps Barbara Miller for the Bethany Gate All Pacific Prayer Assembly 11-16 May 
2006 held in Cairns, Australia and for the 400th anniversary of the original declaration. 

 
 I did two teachings at the Prayer Assembly on decrees, one was about the use of decrees to rebuild the 
temple in Jerusalem and the city walls and this involved the transfer of wealth from Babylon and the 
Trans-Euphrates to do it. With this message, I included a new decree on financial release which people 
have asked for so they can use it. It is: 
 

DECREE RE FINANCES RELEASED AT THE VANUATU PRAYER ASSEMBLY MAY 2013 
IN THE NAME OF JESUS, WE DECREE THAT EVERY KNEE SHALL BOW TO YOU LORD. 
WE DECREE THAT EVERY DOOR OF FINANCE THAT HAS BEEN CLOSED TO THE 
CHURCH AND YOUR KINGDOM PURPOSES WOULD SPRING OPEN WIDE AND FINANCES 
WOULD FLOW INTO YOUR WORK.  
WE DECREE THAT THE GUARDIANS OF THAT WEALTH WOULD NOT OPPOSE THIS 
TRANSFER TO YOUR CHURCH BUT WOULD AID AND EXPEDITE IT. WE DECREE THAT 
THE TREASURES OF DARKNESS AND RICHES STORED IN SECRET PLACES WOULD GO 
TO CHRISTIAN LEADERS OF INTEGRITY WHO FOLLOW YOUR WILL SO THAT THE 
WORLD MAY KNOW THAT YOU ARE THE LORD, THE GOD OF ISRAEL. 
 
SEALED WITH THE SIGNET RING OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST 
12 MAY 2013 
WRITTEN AND DECLARED BY PS BARBARA MILLER 
Based on Esther 8:8 and Isaiah 45:1-3 
 
The other message was on how to use decrees in your personal life and for your family. I’ll include 
enough of the message here to enable you to use it. It is effective.  
 

“To assist you to write a decree or edict for your own personal life, an example is provided below 
of a decree tailored to a person’s individual needs. Esther 8:8 sees the king tell Esther and 
Mordecai to write a decree to counteract the one the enemy (in this case Haman) had written 
against them. We need to: 

1. discern and uncover every unrighteous decree of the enemy over our lives and church, 
city and nation 

2. Pray and search God’s word for His decrees and decree any prophetic words made over 
you or the situation .and  

3. write a new decree in the King’s name (Jesus) and seal it with His signet ring (the 
agreement of the saints and the Holy Spirit) and no one will be able to revoke it 

 
In Job, we are told to decree a thing and it shall be done. (Job 22:28) Royal decrees have the 
power to change the course of history. A decree is a formal and authoritative order having the 
force of a law; one of the eternal purposes of God by which events are foreordained. 
Proclamations are announcements publicly declared while decrees are edicts in written form. 
 
In Ezra, we see the progressive decrees of Cyrus (Ezra 1:1), Darius (Ezra 6:3-12) and 
Artaxerxes (Ezra 7:13-8:1) which allowed the Hebrews to go back from Babylonian captivity and 
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rebuild the city and rebuild the temple in Jerusalem. The treasury door was opened wider and 
wider with each kingly decree. 
 
When we are feeling under spiritual attack or things might not be going well, the first thing 
always to do is to repent and to see whether we have brought it on ourselves or contributed to it 
in some way. Do we have a chink in our armour that’s left us vulnerable or open to attack? Then 
we need to change. 
 
We also need to be really clear about how we feel and what we think. This can give us a clue as 
to what spirit might be operating against us or it might simply be normal feelings that we have 
e.g. or more it is normal to grieve the loss of a loved one. However if we are in a deep state of 
grief and find it hard to go on a year after the event, then a spirit of grief can be identified as 
having moved in and aggravated the situation. There are some situations where it is natural to 
be fearful e.g. on a battle field where it is a real possibility you might be killed. However if you 
have a fear of heights or flying or confined spaces, there may be a supernatural element that is 
affecting you or it may be a psychological problem. 
 
We have been given the keys to the kingdom i.e. the keys of binding and loosing (Mt 16:19) and 
we need to use them. So we are going to talk about 2 ways you can deal with a situation: 
 

1. Binding and loosing prayers and  
2. Decrees or declarations 

 
 
If you are assisting another person, e.g. a family member, talk to them about their issues and list 
their feelings. If it is you, list your own feelings and thoughts and then list the opposite or positive 
to replace the negative: 
 
 

NEGATIVE FEELING OR THOUGHT POSITIVE FEELING OR 
THOUGHT/OPPOSITE 

FEELING TRAPPED 
 

FEELING FREE 

FRUSTRATION 
 

BREAKTHROUGH 

WASTE MONEY 
 

WISDOM RE FINANCES 

FINANCIAL RESTRICTION 
 

FINANCIAL RELEASE 

DISORGANISED 
 

ORGANISED 

LACKS COMMITMENT 
 

COMMITTED 

UNFULFILLED 
 

FULFILLED 

NOT ENOUGH TIME 
 

PLENTY OF TIME 

PROCRASTINATION MOTIVATION 
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STEP 1 So the first exercise is to list: 
 

NEGATIVE FEELING OR THOUGHT POSITIVE FEELING OR 
THOUGHT/OPPOSITE 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 
 
STEP 2 Now, after confessing your sins and covering yourself with the blood of Jesus and 
asking for angelic protection, one by one, bind the negative operation in Jesus name e.g. 
“feeling trapped”  and loose the opposite e.g. “feeling free”. Then, in Jesus name, bind 
“frustration” and release “breakthrough” etc. or whatever is on your list. Even if you’re doing this 
for a family member, confess your sins first otherwise you have no authority. 
 
This doesn’t necessarily mean a demonic spirit was in operation, you can simply be getting your 
mind and feelings to line up with what God says about you. However, if there is a demonic 
overlay on top of the natural situation, then this should give you release from it. 
 
Instead of this or additionally to this, you can have a written decree which you can declare each 
day. Tailor made to the above person’s situation is the following decree: 
 
 
“On (date) __________ in (city) ________, I decree and make an edict that (name)________ 
will hear the voice of the Lord and obey. I decree that he will serve the Lord enthusiastically and 
worship the Lord wholeheartedly and attend church regularly. 
 
I decree that he will have the wisdom, knowledge, skills, motivation and energy needed to run 
his life and that it will be under God’s direction. I decree that __________ has and feels he has 
all the time he needs to do what needs to be done and still have rest and time to enjoy life. I 
decree that he feels like he has his act together and that his life is well organized and flowing. 
 
I decree __________ feels a freedom in the Lord, a sense of empowerment and has a 
breakthrough anointing to plough through difficult situations and get victory. I decree that he has 
tenacity, staying power and determination to achieve his goals in the face of any opposition. I 
decree that he will not fear the enemy but fear/reverence God. 
 
I decree that __________ will feel a release to travel wherever God has called him to be. I 
decree he will have a sense of meaning and fulfillment and that he will find and fulfill God’s 
purpose for his life. 
 
I decree __________ will have the wisdom to handle finances and that he will own his own 
home and car debt free. I decree he will do the job God’s called him to do with a spirit of 
excellence and enjoy it.  
 
I decree that _______ will be self-reliant yet healthily interdependent. I decree that he would be 
able to handle responsibility for and commitment to a wife and children and be a good husband 
and father. 
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Sealed with the signet ring of the Lord Jesus Christ. 
 
You can find scriptures that relate to what you want to declare or pray in and write them into the 
decree. 
………………. 
 
 
STEP 3 Now, prayerfully write your own decree under the Lord’s inspiration for yourself or family 
member tailor made to your/their situation. 
………………….. 
 
 
STEP 4 Declare this every day in your prayer time” 
……………………………………………….. 
 
 
I know that some people have difficulty with the value or not of the de Quiros declaration and I will 
discuss that in a separate article when I have time but all those at the Vanuatu Prayer Assembly received 
a message from me about this. I’ll say one thing now. De Quiros was a devout Catholic. When I prayed to 
the Lord about how important this declaration was He surprised me by His answer. He said the theses 
nailed by Martin Luther to the church door at Wittenberg changed the world and changed history.* The 
Protestant Reformation resulted. This indicates the Lord was saying to me the declaration by de Quiros 
similarly was world or history changing though of course not of the same magnitude as Luther’s stand. 
 
The use of the above decrees was only a small part of the Vanuatu Prayer Assembly but I am including 
them in this report to respond to requests so I pray you are blessed. There are so many wonderful people 
who made it a special time. Norman and I want to thank so much Apostle Raynold Bori, Ps Nerry Ishom 
and team for the wonderful hosting they did. Also we praise the Lord for His favour. We want to thank the 
Chief and his wife and Ps Jude and all those from Sara village also for their wonderful welcome. We 
heard a report from a government official since we came home to Australia. He said he had to stay in 
Sara village three more days as they decided to have a crusade after our group left they were so excited 
at what God was doing.  
 
*On October 31, 1517, Luther posted the ninety-five theses, which he had composed in Latin, on the door of the Castle Church 

of Wittenberg, according to university custom. Exactly 400 years later, we have the Australian Lighthorse charge at Be’er-Sheva. 

 
 
 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wittenberg

